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Figure 1: Staged animated transition for conveying the arithmetic mean (average). Individual data points shift and transform to lines to
convey residual values. The residual lines then collapse synchronously, such that the upper and lower parts cancel out to form the average.
Abstract
Data can be aggregated in many ways before being visualized in charts, profoundly affecting what a chart conveys. Despite this
importance, the type of aggregation is often communicated only via axis titles. In this paper, we investigate the use of animation
to disambiguate different types of aggregation and communicate the meaning of aggregate operations. We present design rationales for animated transitions depicting aggregate operations and present the results of an experiment assessing the impact
of these different transitions on identification tasks. We find that judiciously staged animated transitions can improve subjects’
accuracy at identifying the aggregation performed, though sometimes with longer response times than with static transitions.
Through an analysis of participants’ rankings and qualitative responses, we find a consistent preference for animation over
static transitions and highlight visual features subjects report relying on to make their judgments. We conclude by extending
our animation designs to more complex charts of aggregated data such as box plots and bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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1. Introduction
Animation can help viewers track changes and stay oriented across
transitions between related statistical graphics [RMC91, Gon96,
BB99, HR07], with research to-date primarily focused on transitions in response to filtering, time steps, changing variables,
or adjusting visual encodings [HR07, RFF∗ 08, CDF14, DBJ∗ 11,
WASQ18]. However, visual analysis regularly involves summarizing groups of data using aggregation operations such as count, sum,
and average. Sarikaya et al. [SGS18] find that aggregation is applied in 74% of the summary visualizations in their survey. Though
prior work has depicted count aggregation using a metaphor of sedimentation [HVF13], we lack a more comprehensive treatment of
statistical aggregates common to visualization practice.
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Visualizations of aggregated data typically indicate the operations performed via axis titles (e.g., “Sum of Profit” or “Average
Delay”). While helpful, viewers might overlook such titles or may
be unfamiliar with the operations being performed. In this work,
we seek to design and evaluate animated transitions that convey
aggregation operations, with the goal of reducing ambiguity and
imparting a better intuition for the semantics of each operation. Towards this aim, we consider eight common aggregation operations,
including both point estimates and measures of spread: count, sum,
maximum (max), minimum (min), arithmetic mean (average), median, standard deviation (stdev), and interquartile range (iqr).
We first contribute novel animation designs for aggregation operations over univariate distributions, transitioning from unaggregated to aggregated dot plots. For each operation we present our

